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NEAR A FREE SURFACE

By
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December, 1963

Chairman: Dr. Julius Siekmann
Major Department: Engineering Mechanics

This study consists of a theoretical investigation of the effect

of free surface -waves on the s^wimming of a thin, flexible, t-wo-

dimensional plate imnaersed in an ideal, inconnpressible fluid. The

fluid is assumed to be infinitely deep, and the surface waves consid-

ered are those generated by the motion of the plate itself. It is as-

sumed that the plate moves through the fluid at a constant rate, while

executing lateral nnotion consisting of waves which travel from front

to rear with increasing amplitude. The amplitude of the plate motion

is made to depend, not only on time, but on the distsmce which the dis-

placement wave has progressed from the leading edge of the plate.

This type motion is used in order to simulate the swimming of a thin



fish near the surface of the water. Of particular interest is the thrust

developed by the swimming action of the plate.

The mathematical theory used is based on velocity potential

methods as employed in unsteady hydrofoil theory. In this theory the

effect of the plate on the flow field is replaced by a continuous vortex

sheet systenn of oscillating strength. An image system of vortices is

postulated to lie out of the water just above the plate so that the net

effect of the two systems causes no surface disturbance. This allows

the potential of the surface waves to be investigated as a separate func-

tion through the free surface boundary conditions. A kinematic condi-

tion at the plate between the motion of the fluid and the motion of the

plate leads to an integral equation for the vortex strength distribution.

This distribution is governed by the integral equation in a spatial man-

ner only as it has already been assumed oscillatory in the tinae varia-

ble due to the harmonic nature of the plate nnotion. The wake vortices

shed at the trailing edge of the plate are accounted for in the analysis.

They are assumed to lie in the plane of the plate and to be convected

downstream with the free stream velocity.

The solution of the integral equation for the vortex strength

distribution is effected by assuming a Glauert type of series result.

This transforms the integral equation into an infinite system of in-

homogeneous algebraic equations. These equations are solved by

XI



truncating the set so as to ascertain as many of the unknowns as are

needed for accuracy in the final solution. The resulting expression for

the vortex strength distribution insures smooth attached flow at the

plate trailing edge, thus satisfying the Kutta condition.

From this vortex strength distribution the hydrodynamic pres-

sure acting on the plate is found through the use of the unsteady Euler

equation. The lift and moment on the plate are calculated by integrat-

ing the pressure difference between the top and bottom sides of the

plate along the chord of the plate. The thrust is obtained by integrat-

ing the product of the pressure difference and the local slope of the

plate along the chord. It is demonstrated that for the case of swim-

ming at infinite depth the results of this study and those obtained by

other researchers are in agreennent.

A numerical example is given for the case of plate motion with

displacement waves whose amplitudes vary in a quadratic manner along

the length of the plate. The time average value of the thrust over a

period of the plate motion is computed for two different depths and sev-

eral frequencies of plate motion. It is found that the influence of the

free surface waves acts to decrease the available thrust. The decrease

is more pronounced at high frequencies thaji at low frequencies.
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INTRODUCTION

Of late, an increasing number of researchers have been inquir-

ing into the matter of sea animal locomotion. The manner in which a

fish swims has been viewed both as a biological and an engineering

problem. Attention is called to the papers of Gawn [1,2], Taylor [3, 4],

Gray [5], Richardson [6], and Dickmann [7].

Two recent papers by Siekmann [8] and Wu [9] have established

identical results for a fish model swimming horizontally with a con-

stant velocity in an infinite, ideal, incompressible fluid. Both authors

have used a flat plate of zero thickness, infinite span, and finite chord

to approximate a thin fish. The plate experiences a traveling wave be-

ginning at its leading edge and progressing toward its trailing edge with

increasing amplitude. Wu attacks the problem using Prandtl's accel-

eration potential theory, while Siekmann approaches the problem through

the airfoil flutter theory developed by Kussner and Schwarz [10], with

particular reference to the paper by Schwarz [11].

Smiith and Stone [12] have partially solved the same problem in

an elliptic coordinate systenn, but they have failed to consider the wake

effects. Their solution has recently been modified and extended to in-

clude the wake effects by Pao and Siekmann [13]. Results identical to

those of Siekmann [8] and Wu [9] have been obtained.



In the present work the effect of a free surface on the swimming

of the thin plate model is sought. As the plate approaches the vicinity

of the surface, a disturbance arises on the surface which has an effect

on the motion of the plate. Siekmeinn, Wu, and Pao have shown that a

positive thrust is developed in case the frequency of the plate oscilla-

tion is sufficiently large. Some questions immediately arise when free

surface effects are considered. Will the presence of the free surface

provide an increase or a decrease in the thrust? Just how close to the

surface does the plate have to be in order for the thrust to be influenced

to any great extent?

As a starting point in the analysis, the particularly illuminating

hydrofoil report by Crimi and Statler [14] is used. This report, con-

cerning the motion of an oscillating rigid hydrofoil near the free sur-

face of a liquid, is based on two papers by Tan [15, 16]. Tan has ob-

tained the velocity potential of a point source or vortex line of fluctu-

ating strength moving near the free surface of a liquid. In his second

paper Tan investigates the behavior of the free surface and provides

valuable information regarding the nature of the waves produced by a

disturbing point source of fluctuating strength moving at a uniform rate

near the surface. Crimi and Statler use essentially an integrated form

of Tan's results for a moving point vortex of fluctuating strength. This

idea is connected with airfoil flutter theory in that one way of approach-

ing the problem is by replacing the thin plate by a vortex sheet of



fluctuating strength [17]. In such flutter theory and in the sea animal

locomotion paper by Siekmann [8], an integral equation results for the

strength of the vortex sheet. The formulation of the problem in an in-

finite flow results in a fairly simple integral equation of the form

X-| / x-x'

where H{^ ) is the sought for function related to the vortex distribution

strength, and X and CT are constants. This equation has been dis-

cussed by Sbhngen [18], and the solution has been modified and used by

Schwarz [11]. The presence of the free surface alters the form of the

analogous integral equation and maices it much more complicated.

Crimi and Static r have employed a method of solution giving

results in approximate but extremely accurate form. In their solution

none of the effects of the free surface are lost. A similar equation will

result in the following analysis, and the same method will be used to

solve it.

Other investigators have studied the effects of the free surface

on an oscillating rigid hydrofoil, but several simplifying assumptions

have been made in their work. Chu and Abramson [19] assumed an in-

finite Froude number allowing for no surface waves. Their solution is

in the form of a chord-to-depth ratio expansion and therefore holds

only for relatively high velocities and large submergence depths. Kap-

lan [20] has analyzed the same problem considering the primary effects



of a finite Froude number, but his model consists of a single vortex

and a doublet and is not as precise as the model of Crimi and Statler.

It should be mentioned that the problem is formulated here and

solved within the bounds of linear theory. The results obtained are

perhaps as pertinent to the field of hydrofoil hydrodynamics as they

are to sea animal locomotion.



CHAPTER I

FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

Consider the two-dimensional flow of an incompressible, invis-

cid fluid around a flexible solid plate of zero thickness. The flow is

influenced by a free surface of the fluid. We allow that the plate spans

from x=-ltox = +l and lies at a distance D beneath the mean free

surface as shown in Figure 1.

An axes system is taken fixed in the plate with the x-axis in the

direction of the flow. The flow, with constant velocity U, is allowed to

stream over the undulating plate in the positive x-direction or in a left-

to-right sense.

1. 1 The Motion of the Plate

The deflection of the solid deformable plate is taken as

y = wu,t) , -J ^ X « -» 1 ,
<^-^^

and it is assumed that these deflections are small with respect to the

chord of the plate, i. e. ,

\y\ <^ ^ ' IttI ^< ^

'

, ^^ . -^1 « 1 . (1-2)

If we assume that the motion of the plate consists of a traveling

wave of small amplitude, we may write



Mean Free Surface

-^ X

Y = h(x, t)

Figure 1. The Flexible Plate

U

Mean Free Surface

>^(x, t)

Disturbed Surface

Wake

'0' X

Plate Vortex Sheet of

Strength Y(x, t)

Figure 2. The Plate Model



y = K(;<,t^ » fu) cos (ocx - wt + S^
,
-f <x ^ 1 (1. 3)

in which f(x) is the amplitude function of the wave, <k is the wave num-

ber, w is the circular frequency, and i is the phase angle. Upon

insertion of the wave length X

X = iJT , (1.4)

the period "^f

^ ^ ^ , (1.5)

and the propagation velocity V

V X iii. , (1-6)

the plate displacement can be written as

y = w u,t) = f (x) cos ii: (x - vt + Ai. ]- (i. ?)

Such motion can also be described generally by

if the real part is used for a physical interpretation. It should be noted

that H(x) may be complex.

1. 2 The Plate Model

The deformable solid plate is replaced by a vortex sheet of os-

cillating strength. As the circulation is time varying, vorticity nnust

be shed into the wake in order to satisfy Kelvin's circulation theorem

[21]. These shed vortices are carried downstream with the free

stream velocity U. Hence, the model of the plate and its total effect

on the flow is represented by the plate vortex sheet and its trailing
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vortex wake. It is also assumed that the shed vortex trail lies in the

plane y = 0. This is not precisely the case, but the assumption greatly

simplifies the analysis.

In order to satisfy the free surface conditions, an image sys-

tem is located 2D units above the plane y = 0. This image system con-

sists of a vortex sheet along with its trailing shed vortices identical to

the plate system located in the plane y = (see Fig. 2). Thus, the

combined effect of the plate system of vortices and its image is to

make the free surface appear as undisturbed. As the surface will ob-

viously be disturbed, a means must be found which will allow the de-

termination of the effect of the disturbed surface on the flow.

1. 3 The Velocity Potential

An obvious method of attack is seen in the use of potential the-

ory in the case of nonaccelerated flow. The potential due to the vortex

sheet of oscillating strength over the plate as well as that of its image

may be written down. The same holds true for the vortices in the wake

and their images. Then, a potential function for the effect of the free

surface may be postulated and a partial differential equation found for

its determination. Thus, a total perturbation velocity potential $(x, y, t)

is postulated which takes into account the effect of the plate system of

vortices and its wake, the image system of vortices and its wake in

addition to the effect of the disturbed free surface.



We assume that the velocity vector ^ of the flow is given by

\ « (V+a, w]
, (1.9)

where u and v are the x and y perturbation components of the velocity

"^ = H- •
^= -H--

<^-""

This means that we have assumed ir rotational flow. Upon substituting

(1. 10) into the continuity equation

A\Y ^ » O (1. 11)

for incompressible flow, we see that the velocity potential, $ , must

satisfy the Laplace equation

^^ i = O. (1. 12)

Hence, ^ is a harmonic function of the space variables in the field of

the flow.

The potential, ^ , must also satisfy certain boundary condi-

tions. If the free surface disturbance given by

is to be a stream line, then

i^ ^ ili + l!^ iii = ^ , y- D. (1.13)
dt ^t ^A dt ^y

If the total velocity vector is taken in the form given by (1.9), equation

(1. 13) becomes

which, in the bounds of linear theory, is altered to
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^ =: 45 4- V -!> . y- 0. (1.15)

The unsteady Bernoulli equation

^1^1% 1| + jn. 4. X - wet)
, y» D, (1.16)

must also be satisfied at the free surface. In equation (1. 16), p is the

pressure at the free surface, ^ is the density of the fluid, w(t) is an

arbitrary function of time which can be specified by the flow conditions

at infinity, and A is the external force potential given by

If the velocity vector q and the force potential XX are inserted into

equation (1. 16), and if the pressure is required to equal that at infinity,

i. e. , a constant, the equation becomes

aU + 4-(u.* + >rM + AI = -gn )
-d

- D , (1.17)

where g is the acceleration due to gravity. Again, due to the linear

theory, this boundary condition may be simplified to read

^+^-11- = -3"^ , <i= D
. (1.18)

^t ax

For the third botuidary condition the face that the plate is a solid im-

penetrable body is used. The corresponding kinematic condition

^ ^ _(V-v-ul)-^ ^ ^ , y« O ; (1.19)

must be met. This relation is also linearized to

(1.20)
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where Vp is the fluid velocity in the vertical direction of a particle ad-

jacent to the plate.

It should also be noted that the Kutta condition should be satis-

fied at the trailing edge of the plate.

Having set forth the fundamental equations governing the be-

havior of the velocity potential, we are now in a position to proceed to

the development of the various potential functions.

Consider the single vortex line of fluctuating strength located

at the origin as in Figure 3. The velocity potential of this vortex line

as given in polar coordinates is

$U,e,t)- IM^ , (1.21)

or in rectangular coordinates

9Cx,^,t) = -jXt) Uy^' JL , (1.22)2T '^

where fit) is the total time varying circulation.

For a vortex sheet of strength V(^,t) located ata^^^^^lb, y = '>\

as in Figure 4, the contribution to the infinitesimal element of the ve-

locity potential d$ at the point (x, y) due to the infinitesimal element of

the sheet d^ is given by

cl$ * - —^ ta-K ? Of ,
(1.23)

ZTT A "" y

and the potential due to the whole sheet is

$"*« - J. ^«,t) taw -^1^ cJf . (1.24)
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'-X

Figure 3. Single Vortex Line

T

^\^)

Jfcf,t)

fad df

A

Figure 4. Vortex Sheet With Special Coordinates
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The circulation around the vortex sheet is given by

Pet)- / J((X,t) dX (1.25)

a

and is taken positive in a clockwise direction.

Since the circulation is time varying, it is obvious that vorticity

must be shed into the wake to satisfy Kelvin's theorem. Denoting the

strength of these vortices shed at the trailing edge of the plate by f(x, t)

as in Figure 2, and observing that they are carried away by the free

stream velocity U, we write

£U,t) := £(x-Uti^,t.t^)
, t^. A^

, (1.26)

or

£ex,t) = i(i±- Azl)
^

X >1 . (1.27)

The change in circulation around the plate in time dt is

in dt (1.28)

and is of equal magnitude and opposite in sign to the vortex

£Cl,t)clX ,
cix = -Ud-b

,
(1.29)

shed at the trailing edge. Thus,

Using (1. 27), the vortex strength in the wake beconnes

(1.30)

(1.31)
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Now it seems reasonable to assume that

yCx.t) = V(K)e''*** (1.32)

since the motion of the plate is harmonic. Hence, it follows from

(1.31) that

= -±^ e e ^ / K-r) df . (1.33)

If we recall (1. 25) defining the total circulation around the plate and

use the standard form for the reduced frequency

K « -^ , (1.34)

the wake vortex strength becomes

£(X^t) = -oK e r <2
,

(1-35)

where

r - Tvcx) dx (1.36)

so that

Upon applying equation (1. 24) for the plate vortex sheet and again for

its wake ajid adding, there results the potential due to the entire vor-

tex sheet which is denoted by
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(1.38)+ cffP e tavi I _ d^
I X -

^

For the image system we write correspondingly

+ i.Kr e -tCLVi
.^'^^ do- (1.39)

The two potential functions ^ and ^ are clearly harmonic.

It is not unreasonable to expect the third potential function $j, due to

the disturbed surface, to be harmonic also. Hence, we write

$U,y,^) = Re|\9i+ ^z^ ^z} t"'^'\. (1.40)

where

and <p-(x, y) is to be taken as the spatial part of each potential function

J.(x, y,t). To investigate the nature of cp^, we combine the boundary

conditions (1. 15) and (1. 18) by eliminating "Vi (x, t) to get

If equations (1. 38) and (1. 39) are rewritten using

lust i,wt
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and substituted into equation (1.41), it is not difficult to obtain a par-

tial differential equation for 9, in the form

p f -i-xCI^-t)

/

where the Froude number F is given by

F = ' (1.43)

Tan [15] has solved a partial differential equation similar to

(1.42) in the case of a single vortex of oscillating strength. Hence,

according to Crimi and Statler [14], the solution to (1. 42) can be ob-

tained by taking an integral form of Tan's results as

j»o

JlL. e G(fjxj) d^
^ (1.443,)

where
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o

S(b-2D)
tS(X-f) -istx-f)

Cs-s,)U-so U-s,Us-s.,V
ds

4- D, e
s,L^-^Dti()(-^n

+ 0^ e
s.l'j-^o^-i-Ot-^^l

and

CS-53HS- s^") = s''-(^^ + 2k)s + k"-

(1.44b)

(1.44c)

We refer to Appendix A for a more detailed explanation.

The terms of (1. 44) involving the double integration give a par-

ticular solution to (1.43), and the remaining terms containing the Dj^,

D^j D3, and D^ are the complementary solution. Obviously, the solu-

tion is incomplete in this form since we do not yet know the Dj. The

constants Dj will have to be determined by the free surface flow condi-

tions at infinity.

A detailed analysis of the free surface flow conditions is pro-

vided in Tan's paper [16] for the case of a single source of fluctuating

strength, and a sinnilar analysis is outlined in the paper of Crimi and

Statler [14] for a vortex sheet of fluctuating strength. The method em-

ployed was first used by Rayleigh [22] and constitutes the introduction

of a small fictitious dissipative force - U grad ^ , lC>0. The results

are then examined as li tends to zero in the limit.
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Crimi and Static r have shown that the constants D; may be as-

signed to provide the correct free surface flow conditions depending

upon the following combination of the Froude number and the reduced

frequency: kF .

The values of the Dj as so determined are reproduced in tabu-

lar form as a convenience in Table 1. Appendix A offers an analysis

in some detail leading to these constants.

In examining the table we note that for kF > 0, S3 and S4 will

be real and positive so that at least two harmonic wave trains always

exist on the surface. Their wave lengths are ZUlS-i, and 27r/S4. They

propagate downstream from the plate and cannot exist physically up-

stream of the plate.

For kF^ > 1/4, the roots Sj and S^ are complex conjugates and

therefore produce damped waves which do not influence the flow at

great distances from the plate. In case kF < 1/4, Sj and S^ are real

and positive. The group velocity of the wave arising from Si is less

than U, requiring that this wave trail the plate. The S2 wave has a

group velocity greater than U and will lead the plate. Thus, there are

two harmonic waves propagating upstream for < kF < 1/4, one

leading and one trailing the plate.

In the special case kF^ = (steady motion), the only roots

present are Sj and S3. The solutions combine to give a single standing

wave of wave length ZTTU /g downstream of the plate. Let us refer to
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the paper by Isay [23] for a solution to the problem of a flat plate in

steady motion moving near the free surface.

When kF^ = 1/4, the integral associated with G(^ ; x, y) does

not exist. The roots Sj and S2 do exist, however, but the group ve-

locities of the associated waves are the same, creating a resonance

condition. Thus, for a given flow velocity U and, hence, for a given

Froude number F, there exists a critical frequency, k^riticab ^°^

which (kcritical)^ ~ 1/4, and for which no solution exists within the

framework of the present formulation.

1. 4 The Integral Equation

The last step in the actual formulation of the problem requires

that the boundary condition on the plate be used. From the last section

we see that with the use of equations (1. 38), (1. 39), and (1. 44) the total

potential given by

is known except for the vortex strength distribution /(^ ). If the

boundary condition (1. 20) relating the velocity of a fluid particle near

the plate to the motion of the plate is used, there results an integral

equation for the determination of the vortex strength distribution. If

we keep in mind the type of motion which is to be imposed on the plate,

namely that given by equation (1. 8), then the boundary condition (1. 20)

becomies
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^$ ^T r . .'. . -^ ttol;

= - U [ h'(X^ + LK HW ] e"*^
i y * O

; (1.45)

where

h'C'^) --

Upon substituting the determined value of ^ in (1.45), there results

the integral equation

277- rx-^
/

Jili.

U-f)*+yz7* A'*

^&U;X,^)

^3 a'o
dr^

. -.1? Te-'^^^"^
2Tr /-^ (.x-^)*+vo

x-f i_ d^ +

+ UU'Cx) + oKHCxn

where the Cauchy principal value is to be taJken for the integral on the

^6left-hand side, and the quantity
^y a=o

is found to be from (1. 44b):

eo
-20S

<JsO

S e

4-s,o, e

iscx-r) -liCX-^)

4- S.D^e

ds ^

+ S, D3 e -f- Sy D^ ^

In addition to the requirement that y(X) satisfy the integral equation

(1. 46), (^) must produce a velocity field w^hich allows a finite ve-

locity at the trailing edge of the plate.

If D is allowed to approach infinity in the integral equation,

another integral equation results, governing the value of ^(X) for the
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case of infinite flow about the oscillating plate. In this case the equa-

tion beconnes

which is seen to be equivalent to the equation investigated by Sohngen

[18] and applied by Siekmann [8] to the study of sea animal locomotion.

With the derivation of the integral equation (1. 46), the formu-

lation of the problem is complete.



CHAPTER U

SOLUTION OF THE INTEGRAL EQUATION

As mentioned in the Introduction and demonstrated at the end of

Chapter I, the formulation of the problem of an oscillating hydrofoil or

thin plate in infinite flow (D-*oo) leads to a well-known integral equa^

tion. The presence of a free surface obviously has complicated the

integral equation considerably, as evidenced by equation (1.46). An

approximate method of attack seems to be the most expedient way of

solving this equation. It is possible to make the final results as accu-

rate as desired through the use of high-speed computing techniques.

2. 1 Form of the Solution

Crimi and Statler [14] have been successful in solving an inte-

gral equation much like (1. 46). Equation (1. 46) differs from the one

solved by Crimi and Statler in that an infinite number of terms enter

due to the plate boundary condition.

We first assume that the vortex strength distribution t{&) is

given by the Glauert trigonometric series

= 2XJ j^a^co+|. +^a^ Sivx ^ej
, (2.1)

23
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where x = - cos 9, -1^x^+1, 0^©^ ZTT, and the CZ may be

complex.

It is easy to find the total circulation around the plate with this

form of the vortex strength distribution. From (1. 36) and (2. 1), P is

calculated as

TT

= 2 U / r a^ Cot © 4- V a Siv^ >\©1 Sin e de

Substituting (2. 1) into the left side of the integral equation

(1.46), there results after the integration

'1 . oo

(2.3)

Now, if the right-hand side of (1. 46) caji be expressed as a Fourier

cosine series, like coefficients of cos n0 can be equated to obtain an

infinite set of inhomogeneous algebraic equations involving an infinite

number of unknown Q,^ . The expansion of the right-hajid side of (1. 46)

involves much manipulative work. Fortunately, the results of Crimi

and Statler can be used, as the only differing terms are incorporated

in the inhomogeneous terms of the infinite set of equations:
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OO

^m = ^ C^n ^n + ^v„ >
-vn s O^ 7, 2^ ... (2.4)

7?B O

Crimi and Statler have considered the motion of a hydrofoil with two

degrees of freedom, pitching and plunging, whereas, the inhomogene-

ous terms of (2.4) reduce to only two, 1^ and Yi . The oscillating plate

dealt with in this work has an infinite number of degrees of freedom.

Thus, as might be expected, an infinite number of inhomogeneous

terms are involved.

The technique used in expanding the integral expressions in the

right-hand side of (1.46) deserves mention. Consider the integral

I = -^^ g ^X-^) J^ , (2.5)

where x = - cos ©. Now in transform theory, the Laplace transform

A

-H.S ;^,

of a function F(s) is

and in particular

= <i:tsivvas}. (2.6)a

In the fraction of the integrand in (2. 5)

- (cos e -e ^

(20)* 4- (cose ^^)^

let a = (cos © ) + X and q = 2D when applying (2. 6). Thus,
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cos Q *• ^ _ 1

(20)* 4- C/+cose>* £*>

Letting

cose + ^

-ZDSf -LsU*cos«> +is(?tco3 0)-

s - e dS. (2.7)

oo

»s1

b Cos v\ e
J

(2D)*+(^+Co5©>^

and employing (2. 7), the b^ Fourier coefficient is given by

eo
-2 OS

e / e Cos 71© d©

(2.8)

TT
-is/ r bscose

- C / £ Cos Vie c/e ds

^., /« -EDS
Tv.Cs)

r +*'^^

e - (-0 e
•n -oS^-i

In the last step the integral formula

,-3n r^.cscose
T„(s) = _L / e cos >i© de

. ->» r"^ cs cose
s Jl i 6. cosvi© d©

ds (2.9)

for the Bessel function Jn of the first kind ajid order n has been used.

Inserting the total circulation P from (2. 2), the integral Ij can now

be written as
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oo

I,- ^ K^(^a^+aij / e'" 1"-^ 4.^b^COS>lG| d^ . (2. 10)

Finally, if b^^ from (2. 9) is placed in (2. 10), and the ^ is integrated

out, li can be written as

I< = ^*u(a„^^
- oo _
£2. 4-V b^ cos Vie

^ Tib?

(2.11)

where
00

. VI
-20S

b„ = c
j
e J^cs^

U -cS

K-S
- C-1) K+S

ds .

Other of the integrals are less difficult to expand. Consider

the integral

^Z
=

UP
00 -IK(^-1)

(2. 12)

'J

'<- ^

where x = - cos © . Assume that

^^- t- t'-^
COS >! © (2.13)

V\e7

Then,
TT

^—-HPK^f) Pft
-ikC^t)

cos Tie

o -7
^ + cos e

d^jB -

Interchanging the order of integration and integrating with respect to C

we obtain

00

J. /F^w"

14)

J, n^7
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When expansions for all the integrals on the right-hand side of (1.46)

are found, the like coefficients of cos n© are equated, giving expres-

sions for the Cmn terms of (2. 4). These are listed by Crimi and

Statler and are reproduced in Appendix B for convenience.

Return now to the inhomogeneous terms of the infinite set of

equations. If the "downwash"

is assumed equal to the Fourier expansion

noo r
-1J e

r V—

'

Cos -r\ © (2.15)

then it is easy to see that the inhomogeneous terms of (2.4) are

'^o -
Z

r^ = - ^m ,
-ms r. 2, 3, ... (2.16)

Note that the An are assumed known, as are the Cmn' The integrals

involved in the Cmn cannot generally be expressed in closed form, but

they may be calculated for various flow conditions by utilizing a high-

speed computer.

We are now in a position to consider the infinite set of equations

oo

'>isO

+- nm > (2.17)

seeking a solution for the ^^'s.
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2. 2 Solution for the Infinite Set of Equations

Some of the fundamental theorems dealing with a system of

equations like (2. 4) are presented in the book by Kantorovich and

Krylov [24]. In certain cases it is possible to show that a solution

exists and is unique. Such is not the case here, but we expect that a

solution exists due to the behavior of the Cmn ^"^ ^^^ Vn ^°^ increas-

ing m and n. The Cmn decrease rapidly when either m or n increases

or when both m and n increase. In the particular example to be con-

sidered in Chapter IV, it will be shown that the fj^ decrease also with

increasing m.

Assuming that a solution does exist, the procedure leading to

an approximate solution is as follows [24]. We first find the solution

to a reduced finite system of equations

^rr, = 2_^2w,n^r^ "^ ^rr.
' 'W> - 0,^,^,...,N , (2.18)

and then repeat the process for N + 1. This, of course, introduces an

additional unknown, O. . but at the same time limiting values for (X^
,

Q.y , Q., , . . . , G, become apparent. It develops that only a finite num-

ber of the d^ will be needed to define the lift and moment on the plate,

but the thrust involves an infinite svim of the (Z^ which converge very

rapidly. Also, it becomes apparent that approximately N + 4 complex

equations of the set (2.4) need be solved to ascertain N of the O. to a

reasonable degree of accuracy.



CHAPTER ni

THE EFFECT OF THE FLOW ON THE PLATE

In this chapter the forces and moments acting on the oscillating

plate are discussed. Due to the unsteadiness of the motion, a pres-

sure difference results between the top and bottom of the plate. This

pressure difference is not constant, but varies with time and the x-

coordinate along the plate in the chordwise direction. The first task

is to derive an expression for this pressure difference distribution

along the plate.

3. 1 Pressure Distribution

If the pressures at the top and bottom sides of the plate are de-

noted by p"*" and p" respectively, the pressure difference is given by

Ap = p" _ p"^ , (3. 1)

where it is assumed that the Ap will be positive in a sense implied by

equation (3. 1). This is in conformity with the negative direction for

the downwash assumed in deriving the integral equation (1. 46) govern-

ing the vortex distribution along the plate.

Considering the velocity vector q to be given as in (1. 9), the

unsteady Euler equation

30
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may be linearized to read

1:± + V 4i = -IIP . (3.3)

Writing the last equation for the top side of the plate,

1
^u.^ ^ -^ ^^ ^ __ _^ yp^

and for the bottom side,

1}£ ^ u ^^"
= _ i.

^p"

and subtracting one from the other, we obtain

AP
(3.4)

Now u"*" - u" is exactly the strength, ^((x, t), of an element of the vor-

tex sheet which we have allowed to replace the plate. Hence, we can

rewrite (3. 4) as

(3.5)

If the total vortex sheet X(x, t) is divided into bound vortices

A (x, t) and free vortices £ (x, t), as in the paper by Schwarz [11 J, so

that

we may substitute this expression in the second term of (3. 5) to get

\1 ^.U( AI^^ Ai'\ = ± 1^ . (3.7)

>t ^ ^x ^^ ) e ^x
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Now, according to the Kutta-Joukowski law

Using this in (3. 7), the equation becomes

(3.8)

11 ^u li- = O (3.9)

giving a relation between the total vortex sheet and the free vortices.

Integrating (3. 9) for £ (x, t),

and inserting the result in (3. 6), we obtain

X

f(x,t) = ^(x,t) +±fklML if.
^-1

(3.10)

In Chapter U we assumed the vortex distribution V(x, t) to be

given by the Glauert trigonometric series

ao

Ue.t) = 2U a„ cot © -I- ) a^5jy\ vve
2 / ^^

where x = - cos © . Placing this expression in (3. 10), there results

V%,t) = Ke,t) 4- 2coo e
AOt

a. cot^ Sivj <p dcs>

U "O

+ Cly^ Si>\ -n<p SiVi <? d cp

O V1 = 7

net) +- 2Lu) e' Ll^i- X^ 1 . (3.11)
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Carrying out the indicated integrations for I-^ and I2, we obtain

I.=
) r

giving for V (e , t)

-h.1
-n-1 -vj -t-i

.uit

J >

v\-f V\+ 1

. (3. 12)

Finally, after a little manipulation, the pressure distribution Ap(©,t)

is obtained from (3. 8) as

Ap(e^t) = 2f"U e
010 "b

a^ cot ©. +-

+ (cl^ \- i K iid^ "r a^ i- ^3^s;vi©

*E ZY\ \ A -1-1 h--r ** 1/^ ' ;
Sm ne)

. (3.13)

w^l

It is pertinent to note that this expression reduces to that de-

rived by Siekmann [8] for the case D-'O* . (See Appendix C. )

3. 2 Lift and Moment

With the expression for Ap(e , t) given by (3. 13) at hand, it is

easy to compute the lift and moment acting on the plate. In computing

the lift, the pressure should be allowed to act in a normal direction to

the surface of the plate (which is constantly changing), but as small
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deformations have been assumed, it is within keeping with the linear

theory to assume that the pressure acts normal to the x-axis. Hence,

the lift is given by

L = / ^^ p(X,t) dK , (3. 14)

and the moment by

/

M = / X ApCx^-b) dX
J

(3.15)

J.1

where the moment is considered positive in a clockwise sense and is

calculated with respect to the origin, x = 0, y = 0. Inserting Ap from

(3. 13) and changing the variable according to x = - cos 9 , we may

write
TT

(3. 16)

and

IT

M = "C"^ / ^*^(^,'t') s;vie cosed© , (3.17)

It remains now only to use the expression derived for 4 (0 , t) from

Section 3. 1 and carry out the indicated integration with respect to ©.

The resulting expressions for the lift and moment are respectively

and
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.totM. e^rU's^ (a„-%)^i^(a,.f -^) (3.19)

In calculating the moment, the pressure difference Ap has again been

assumed to act normal to the x-axis, and the leading edge suction

force [8] has been neglected.

3. 3 Drag and Thrust

The drag or thrust experienced by the undulating plate will re-

sult due to the x-component of the hydrodynamic pressure difference

A p. It can readily be seen that the horizontal hydrodynamic force on

a plate elennent of projection dx on the x-axis is given by

Re [ap] ^e[^] dx. (3.20)

The real parts, denoted by R^H, are taken because nonlinear terms

enter the product which involve mixed expressions in U. Thus, over

the whole plate the hydrodynamic force in the positive x- direction is

given by

D -. 0,i- D, = /aeUp\Relf^ldx -^a , (3.21)

^-1

P

where Dg is the leading edge suction force.

The plate displacement Y(x, t) given by equation (1. 8) is an even

function of 6 , where x = - cos G due to the fact that the plate is very

thin, thus allowing a point on the bottom side of the plate to be repre-

sented by the same coordinates as the adjacent point on the top side of
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the plate. Hence, Y(x, t) can be expanded in a Fourier cosine series

of © as

CtOl

y(x t) =. H U^ e =

where

.T TT

^ 7 (3.22)

Sy^ = ^ / H U) CoSTae do = -1: / JTc©) coswod©. (3.23)
TT

The slope, SlL , can also be expressed as a Fourier cosine series

since the plate is infiniteaimally thin. First, note that from

there results

y(et) = HCe) e

^VCe.t) ^'y -^Q

^K ^e IK

(3.24)

and as X = - cos © , we have

11 _1_ AZ = -L-Ve
s\ne ^d 3;>f©

;u>T

where

dH

Now we can write

where

H .

oo

O ^. \ C C05 V\ ©

•n-7

.boti

7r

C = _2_ H(e) <^^^>^^ d© .

S-,>rv©

(3.25)

(3.26)

(3.27)
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There is obviously a relation between the C's and the B's. This

follows from (3. 22} with

//(x) = -z 71 B^ ^'^ ^"^

-We^

Upon comparing (3. 28) and (3. 26), we get

(3.28)

(3.29)

or

c,^ = -2 V cz>Y^ + i:) B.
-2n - / -- -2YT>+i J

^-0,^2^-.- (3.30)

C = -2
^Vl + l

(2Tfr>4-2) B 2>n + 2 '
>l--0^f, 2^... (3.31)

In Section 2. 1 it was assumed that the portion of the downwash given by

[ h'U^ -h LK HUn e

was expressible as a Fourier series like

(3.32)

1° +• A^ cos v> e
l/UJ

(3. 33)

This assunnption, together with equations (3. 22) and (3. 26), allows the

conclusion that the following relation must exist between the A's, B's,

and C's:

(3.34)Ak = C^ + lK^v^ .

As only the real parts of Ap and sJ. are used in computing the

horizontal force D, the notation is best altered to denote this fact.

Following Siekmann [8], we define
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-' _//L cot , / " \ ''
^^ —

'

—

"

ot

where
_ /

Aj, = A^ coswt - A^ si« ut

— //

A ^ = A^ Cos Wt + f\yy S'»V\ VOt ,

and so forth. Then, for the real part of IX , we have

(3.35a)

(3.35b)

(3.35c)

(3.36a)

(3.36b)

>I«7

COS •>! 3 .
(3.37)

The notation will be simplified somewhat if the pressure dis-

tribution Ap(© ,t) is written from (3. 13) as

a^co+ ^ + cl^ Siwe + \ dyi s"i VI T^e (3.38)

where

ci, = a^ + I K I 3ao -h a^ + -^ 3
,

r>*i

Analogous to equations (3. 35) and (3. 36), we define

d„ e = (d^ + t d^) e - a>^ »• t. d^
,

(3.39)

,Vl>?2. (3.40)

(3.41a)

(3.41b)

w^here
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^H = O.^ cos tot

39

- Q, „ S I VI 101.
,

— fi

dy^ = Q.^ Cos oot +- CL^ Si VI ustJ

Then the real part of Ap(e , t) is given by

(3.42a)

(3.42b)

Re Up] = 2C"^ Q.^ Co"t ® + cii Siy>© + (3.43)

The portion of the horizontal force D denoted by Dp follows

from integrating

Op = 2 e ^\ \ a'o cot ^ + 5,' s; VI © 4-

+ > d^ Si v\ VI e > •< ^o -f \ C^cosYvjeS sivi© <i©. ^ 44)

"V\=2 -tn»i

Multiplying sin © with the first braced quantity and employing the

trigonometric identity

SiV\ W © SiYi © =

we may write (3. 44) as

JT
z I r —

'

1 [cos (>\-j')& - cos(.v»+1)©l

•/ 2
Dq = 2 CU" "

I I OLqOo^ Q. Si VI e 4- d,' s;n'e +•

oO

+ i y^ d^ r CosCvi-i)e -cosU-M>6J>-<Co ^.

00

+ "^ C^ C03 TVJ © ) c( © . (3.45)
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Using the idea of the Cauchy product in the integrand of (3. 45) and

interchanging the order of integration and summation. Dp may be

written as

r r^
Dp - 2Cl^ / ^ /

(
a^ CO+ 9 s-.v, © 4- d^ s;n ejde

'-^ _/

"o

rr

4- ^ \ d^ / LcosC>i-t^© -Cos(,vi-»-l)©;\ do +

+ (2^ \ ^v„ / Co-i ® Sivi© Cos "m© ci& ¥

© COS Tn © d© -v

«« oo_ , /

+ ± d^ C^ / tcos(,vi-i)e -cosC>i-^i>©^ cos-i^<&d©/ .

yiaZ. rtix-f o (3.46)

The definite integrals in equation (3. 46) are evaluated as

,r

cot Q s•.v^e d© = TT (3.47a)

o

Siw^e d© = ^ (3.47b)

cos (v\-i) © de = O >7 •> 2 (3.47c)
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.IT

cos(-vn-i) e de - o y\ ^ Z (3.47d)

cot^ s\y\e Cos Tne de

-TT

1

Siv\ e COS Vne d© = /

2
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From equations (3. 39) and (3. 40), keeping in mind the notation indi-

cated by equations (3.41) and (3.42), we may write

and

< -K- k

(3. 50)

(3.51)

Using (3. 50) and (3. 51) in equation (3. 48), the horizontal force Dp is

written as

Dp= C^U \{Z,^C,) 4-

_f —

/

OO

+ ^Ua 4- a, ) \ (-0 B^

nsz.

(3.52)

The suction force due to the singularity at the leading edge of

the plate is discussed by Siekmann [8]. The contribution of this singu-

larity to the horizontal force acts in the negative x-direction, hence

the terminology "suction force. " Its magnitude is

(3.53)

Therefore, the total horizontal force acting in the positive x-direction,

or the drag, is given by
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= Dp - D^ = Dp - ZTTC^ ^o . (3.54)

The thrust is clearly the negative of this quantity and is written fronn

equations (3. 52) and (3. 53) as

(c:-c:)[a;-KC3a:.a.% %)2 V 2. o
+-

oo
// _ '/

- KUC+a;) \ c-ir'e'n (3. 55)

-n-i

Instead of this expression for the thrust, it is more meaningful

to calculate its time average value over a period TT . The time aver-

age value of a function ^^"(t) is defined as

(3.56)

Because of the relations (3. 36), need for the following will arise:

X - i/-'^ wt dt

jf

^j/' = _L Sivx'" wt dt

= i ^

A-

'3 -^
Siw Lot COS u> t ci t = O / (3.57)
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where 'f = Z'^lu^ . Keeping equations (3. 36) and (3. 57) in mind, the

various products in the time average value of the thrust,

T = ^ / TU) 6t
,

(3.58)

are

_ / /

^ C a dt = 4 (C a' + C a'M {3.59a)

2- / M **«
i(c>:- c^:) (3.59b)

2- 1 n

o n = -2.

^V-^Ca: 8j^a.;;B';) (3.59c)

•VNaZ

if £ B;{c-C)<i^ -

vi» 2.

TOal

OO

-^ ^^\ ^"'^ B^ dt =. jL\ t-r) (a^6-a B ).(3.59e)

-WsZ •rjsz
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Inserting these representative values in (3. 55), the time aver-

age value of the thrust is given by

r "
. I ' I \ ' III II O <.

+i(c:-C) <h-kck^^; ^ %) +-

-h Jx^b; - <b:) -

n = 2

- i. ^ B^ (a;;, - a;:, ) - b: Lai,- ai,)-
yj-m-z.

Finally, a thrust coefficient C-p is defined as

T

. (3.60)

(3.61)

Substituting (3. 60) in (3. 61) gives the thrust coefficient in terms of the

^'s (the solution of the infinite set of algebraic equations), the B's (the

Fourier coefficients of the deflection function's expansion), the C's

(the Fourier coefficients of the slope function's expansion), and the

flow parameters U, P , and k.



CHAPTER IV

NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

In accordance with the idea of representing the motion of a thin

flat fish with a two-dimensional thin waving plate, we consider an ap-

propriate displacement function and calculate numerical results for the

thrust coefficient in this chapter. It is desired to compare these re-

sults with those of Siekmann [8] for the case of swimming at infinite

depth so as to effectively isolate the influence of the free surface on

the thrust.

4. 1 Quadratically Varying Amplitude Function

Photographic analyses of swimming fish indicate that the mo-

tion of the fish is perhaps best represented by a quadratically varying

amplitude function like

y = V\Cx,t:) = (Co-t- C/ -H C^x"") Cos (oCX-cot)^ (4.1)

where the c's are constants. The notation here is in conformity with

equation (1. 3). The phase angle S has been taken as zero.

In the last chapter the thrust coefficient w^as shown to be a func-

tion of the Fourier coefficients, Bn and Cn. and the CX^ which are the

solution to the truncated set of equations represented by equation (2. 18).

46
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Also, the inhomogeneous terms of this set of equations are related to

the Bn and Cn coefficients through equations (2. 16) and (3. 34). Thus,

we first calculate the B^. and C^ coefficients associated with an ampli-

tude function like that given by equation (4. 1). Corresponding to the

notation

(.(jO^

_fco<X

(.otCOS Q

H(x) is given by

H ( x) = ( <^o + c^ X + c^ xM e

With X = - cos e , we have

HCe) = (c^ - c^ cose + c^cos^e
) e

Therefore, from equation (3, Z3) we have

B^ = -2_ / (^Cq - c Cos © + c^ cos e) e cos v\g de

Using the integral formula [25]

.IT
-vi I c«cose

T C*^") = it- / s co-s -Made
7r

(4.2)

(4.3)

(4.4)

(4.5)

there results

6
•Y\

n
*^ / ^c^J^W i- c^

-
c- c.

•Vl + 7 VI-1

where the identity

COS e cos Tje —
2

cosC'vi+'/^e -v cosC>\-t)e

(4.6)
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- L Z7r\ c^ +

(4.7)

has been used. A similar calculation starting with equation (3. 27)

yields the following for the Cn^

To solve the truncated set of algebraic equations for the O.^,

•we will separate the set of N complex equations into two sets of N real

equations each. This operation is necessary because the coefficients

and the inhomogeneous terms are themselves complex. We have al-

ready indicated the complex nature of the Bn and Cn coefficients

through the primed notation of the last chapter. Adhering to this no-

tation, the real part of the Bn is

K -- C-1^'^'"7 ^^o^>^ ^ ^.[V^>- i(^v,«^'^^^^v.-^^-^]]| (4.8)

>1rO,Z, V, ...

yy B -r 3.S ...

The imaginary part of the B^ is

(4.9)

-n-t-3

(4.10)

.)^^ = C-t^ * ( 2 C, T^Co.) ^ C^[T^Co.^ -
I [l^J^) ^ ^y^^O.))]) . (4. 1

1

L J -Vi* 1,3, S^...

For purposes of calculation it is desirable to eliminate the possibility

of a negative order for any of the Bessel fvmctions. Using the following
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recursion formula [26]

as many times as necessary, there results

3; = K-^)-^
*' a (( c„ . T„M - I [^ TW * \„i.4 (4. 1 2)

Bl = C-i)""^ 2cij;^^C-) - ^ T^CoOJ (4. 13)

for the real part of Bn, and for the imaginary part

S; = t-n^^'^ac /j^/<K^- ^I,W) (4.14)

L J Yl B 7 s, 5 . .

.

Similarly, the real part of Cn is

"XL + Z

(4.16)

t J
-n-o,^,v, ...

C^ = C-r^-^' ^([T^c,^ c,(x - ^ - ^)] J.W ^cJ^^i^A , (4. 17)

n»f,3,5,...

and the imaginary part reduces to

c: = (-,)"
^'

zh-n c„. c,L--^-l^j] TW + c,T^„Li (4. 18)

C^'=C-7)^ ^c /u + i)T^C«^ -Tr3^^|»<)) . (4.19)
L J -v>=1,3.£, ...

Next we discuss the calculation of the A^ coefficients. From

equation (3. 34) there results

K == ^n - *< K > (4. 20)
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and

'/ "
i->

'

A„= C^ + k B^
• (^-2^^

4. 2 Solution of the Algebraic Equations

The set of N complex algebraic equations given by

N

onso

is separated into two sets, using the following notation:

C = C -<- I C^ (4. 22)

^^ = C' + ^ r^ . (4.23)

We obtain

N

^^ = 2](C^^n- 2'J,<) + l^v^ , ^ = o,1,^...,^ (4.24)

^^ ~- 2_^l^vv,« 0-!, + Ck, Q-'O +C ; w^,0.1,^,...,A/ (4.25)

m 30

To solve these equations for the Cc^ and U-^, , we use an itera-

tive method, whereby we assume some arbitrary values for the un-

knowns in the first equation of the first set and compute an initial value

for the first unknown to the left of the equation. This value will be

used in the second equation ajid so on until initial values of the first

2N iinknowns are found. Then the equations are solved again for a

second set of values for the 2N unknowns, making use of the first set
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for starting values. This procedure is continued until the difference

between values for the unknowns obtained from two successive itera-

tions is less than some preassigned value. The computer program

used for this operation is designed to provide this check for accuracy

in solving the equations. This iteration method was found to be effec-

tive for computing the Cc^ and w-y, for all values of the reduced fre-

quency greater than the critical frequency. For frequencies in the

range ^ k < k^ritical' ^^^ method fails. This failure is noted for

depths that are small compared to the half- chord only. The method

is satisfactory for all frequencies at large depths. Note that k^ritical

is the value of k for which no solution exists.

For the range ^ k < k^ritical ^^*^ ^°^ D < 4, the Crout method

[27] was used to obtain a solution for the equations. The Crout method

will give satisfactory results for all frequencies, but is somewhat

slower in regard to computer time than the iterative procedure de-

scribed above.

All calculations were done by utilizing a high-speed digital

computer. Values for the real and imaginary parts of the Bn and Cn

coefficients are given in Table 2. These coefficients are not functions

of the reduced frequency k as are the An coefficients. The A^ values

can be obtained through the simple relations (4. 20) and (4. 21) and are

not tabulated here.
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TABLE 2

REAL AND IMAGINARY PARTS OF B^ AND C^

n
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correctly presumed that this depth was large enough to simulate an

infinite running depth. The results obtained are shown in Table 3 and

Figure 5. Also listed in Table 3 are the results obtained by Siekmann

[8]. The infinite sums involved in the expression for the thrust were

found to converge fairly rapidly so that six of the Q.^^ gave results

comparable to those obtained by Siekmann at an infinite depth. The

first six Ciy^ were computed to within 1 per cent accuracy. Looking

at equation (3. 60) for the time average value of the thrust, it is seen

that the last two sums involve only the first two Q.„ , but an infinite

number of the Bn- As the Bn are fairly easy to calculate and require

little computer time, these two sums are evaluated for n = 11. For

higher n, the Bn are so small that their contribution is negligible.

Several attenapts were made, using successively smaller depths

beginning with D = 2. 0. Some differences were noted in the thrust co-

efficient for depths just below 1. 0, but the depth must be smaller than

this for a clearly discernible deviation from the thrust at infinite depth

to be observed. Indeed, to register the effect of the free surface waves

on the thrust for the full range of reduced frequencies of interest, it

was necessary to decrease the depth to as little as D = 1/4. The re-

sults for this depth and for several values of the reduced frequency are

shown in Table 4 and Figure 5.

The asymptotic behavior of the thrust in the neighborhood of the

critical frequency requires the observation that in the interest of
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0. 04-

0. 02-

0. 00

-0.02 L

kcritical = 0- 8935

U = 3

Figure 5. Thrust Coefficient Versus Reduced Frequency
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forward motion with as little effort as possible, the "fish" had best not

swim at this frequency. This singular phenomenon also indicates that

a hydrofoil experiencing vibration with an infinite number of degrees of

freedom at just the right frequency might expect to encounter a high

drag coefficient for the proper flow velocity. Again, note that the

critical frequency is a function of the flow velocity alone. It is not a

function of the depth.

The interaction of complicated wave trains on the surface pro-

vides an interesting oscillatory behavior for the thrust coefficient at

frequencies in the range of $ k < kcritical* This effect is shown

separately in Figure 6 where the scale has been lengthened. Note also

the wave drag [28] for zero frequency. At infinite or large depth the

thrust is zero at zero frequency, as required by D'Alembert's paradox.
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kcritical = 0. 8935
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Figure 6. Thrust Coefficient Versus Reduced Frequency
for Small Reduced Frequencies



CHAPTER V

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this study the influence of free surface waves on the swim-

ming of a thin, flexible, two-dimensional, oscillating plate was inves-

tigated. The motion of the plate was assumed to approximate the

swimming action of a thin flat fish near the free surface of a body of

water. The fluid was assumed to be perfect and infinitely deep.

The propulsive effect is due to the motion of the plate, consist-

ing of traveling waves emanating from the "fish" nose which move to-

ward the tail with increasing amplitude. The waves are harmonic with

respect to time.

The "fish" is replaced with a mathemiatical model consisting of

a vortex sheet of harmonically varying strength. Such a model re-

quires that vortices be shed from the tail of the plate and carried

downstream with the flow. These wake vortices are adequately taken

into account by the theory presented. The assumption that they always

lie in the plane of the oscillating plate simplifies the theory, but it is

still an open question as to whether this assumption is the correct one.

Actually, photographs of an oscillating model indicate that the wake

vortices deviate in their downstream path from the plane of the plate

58
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by perhaps as much as a quarter of the chord at a distance of only a

chord length behind the plate. Taking into accoxint the fact that the

vortices in the wake are discharged at the tail of the plate with a ve-

locity vector which is not in alignment with the free stream velocity "

means that the vortices will continue to diverge from the plane of the

plate, or y = 0.

In addition to the plate system of vortices and its wake, an

image system identical to the plate system was postulated to lie just

above the surface so as to make the effect of the whole model on the

surface null. This sort of model was postulated to allow the use of

an exact potential theory. The velocity potential of the plate system

and its image was written down in terms of their unknown vortex

strength distribution. Then a third potential function was introduced

which took into account the free surface waves. This function was in-

vestigated through a partial differential equation resulting from the

application of the free surface bovmdary conditions. Finally, the

boundary condition concerning the impenetrability of the oscillating

plate was used to obtain an integral equation for the vortex strength

distribution. The integral equation was solved by the assumption that

the vortex strength distribution could be represented by a Glauert

trigonometric series. This introduced a system of infinite algebraic

equations. The pressure distribution and the thrust coefficient are
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fvmctions of the solution to this system of equations. The equations

were solved by the approximate scheme of truncating the set and solv-

ing repeatedly while increasing the number of equations solved until

values for the first N unknowns become apparent. The thrust coeffi-

cient was then evaluated for a flow velocity of U = 3 and several dif-

ferent depths.

The results of the calculations for a quadratically varying am-

plitude function with coefficients which are thought to approximate the

swimming of a fish indicate the following conclusions.

1. The theory produces accurate results for the thrust coeffi-

cient versus reduced frequency variation for a depth (D = 50. 0) large

enough to simulate an infinite depth when compared to figures obtained

by a different method.

2. The influence of the free surface is not a marked factor for

relatively shallow depths. One must decrease the running depth to

about one-fourth the half-chord in order to note a finite difference in

the thrust from that observed at an infinite depth.

3. The influence of the free surface waves causes a varying

difference in the thrust coefficient. At high reduced frequencies the

difference is greater than at low frequencies, provided k is greater

than the critical frequency. At frequencies between zero and the criti-

cal frequency the thrust (or in this case, drag) coefficient varies in an
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oscillatory manner. The point of zero thrust does not occur at a re-

duced frequency equal to the wave number of the plate motion, but at

a slightly higher value for small depths.

4. As a natural consequence of the theory used for this study,

the wave drag for zero reduced frequency is obtained without difficulty.

This might be of interest to designers working in the field of hydrofoil

craft equipped with slightly bent wings.
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APPENDIX A

THE FREE SURFACE POTENTLA.L

To solve the partial differential equation

_ ilili £ U-^) d$ ;
(Al)

we proceed as follows, using the operator notation

A particular integral of (Al) is written in symbolic form as

^ ^CA©') Wf^J (k-?^^+ d^

'^^ I e (^-^) d^^ > (A3)

where

^C£f, i!;')= J3r% 2 LK<&+- i^i!;'- k^. (A4)

63
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Now it can be established that

oo

Then it follows that

= e dS, y-20 <0. (A5)

= Re < W ^ e ds>

o

oo

e sivi s(x-f ^ dS

^
r sCi-^D)

2 t.

e -e dS. (A6)

and that the particular integral <p nnay be written symbolically as

(see [29, p. 103])

v=-^i^/Hnr>-"' e - e
:«(i3;i&') ziTTF*

dsd^-

•^; ^0

27r F

-iKC^-D r sC*3-2D^
» - e d^cj^y.

(A7)

We also observe that for an equation like

^[S,P')c^ = e
ax+ b^

the particular solution consists of terms of the type

y(SM
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so that the particular integral cp_ may be written as

1

3 z-uf^
Uf) (^pC\'4i^) df +

-OO

+
2ir F^ (A8)

where
oo

s^^'^if^ = ^
SC^-2 0>

e
-LSU-/) -,

(S-SjHS-S^)
ds

and

For the complementary solution we write (see [29, p. 102])

% = -i- fvC^) G,(^»;5i^d^ +JlZ^ re"'^^"\u,'d;pdf, (A9)

where

GJx.v^;^) = D, e
tij-2.o-|-Ux-?)lS, I«j-^O + i'0(-<?)]S^

^ 0^ e 4r

and the S; are defined as in (A8). Upon adding (A8) and (A9), the gen-

eral solution of the partial differential equation (Al) appears as it is

given by equation (1. 44) in Chapter I.
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To fix the values of the constants Dj, we proceed as follows:

If a small dissipative force

-^ grad ^ (AlO)

is introduced into the analysis, the external force potential /I in equa-

tion (1. 16) becomes

This leaves the Laplace equation

V^$ = O (A12)

unaltered, but makes the boundary condition given by (1. 41) become

5^t
"^ 2-a§^^-Mj'$^^+^TJ§^4-yx^^ + g^y =0

,
Lj^D. {A13)

Substituting from equations (1. 38), (1. 39), and (1.40) into (A13),

we get

^^*3

^ X' ^K f"^ -^^

OO
-iKLf-7)

^\_im<ll^df _ J^ e c>c-,) d^ > (A14)

which governs the behavior of the spatial portion <p,(x, y) of the free

surface potential ^ (x, y,t). In equation (A14) the Froude number F,

the reduced frequency k, and a new parameter j3 , related to the dissi-

pative coefficient U , are as follows:
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A particular integral of (A 14) is obtained just as for the partial

differential equation (Al) already treated. However, the function

G(x, y; ^) of equation (A8) evaluated on the free surface y = D becomes

_oo

where

-OS tsU-^)

LC5-o;)Cs-ai.)

-^ As
; (A15)

CS-O-A(S-0L^ J

As both the integrals in (A 15) are singular at 0-, Cauchy prin-

cipal values must be considered. The O". are given by

1,Z 2px 1- ZXF il-ijZ) ± {l-iXF^+iijlKF^'fKF^Ji'')V/,«'\Z

and

°"3.'^- ZF^

•9

1 +-2KF U-Lji) ± (7+v*rF-'/2/5A'/-'--v>rV^'^)
u '

>(A16)

(A17)

When j3 = 0, the roots C^^ and O^^ become

t.z ZF'

•1

*^ir

and

s, .. = -i 1 f ZKF' ± (,1 + ifKF^) ^

(A18)

(A19)

Now it is the behavior of the roots CX when ^-*-0 which is criti-

cal to this analysis. Upon examining equations (A16) and (A17) as^-*-0,

the results in Table 5 are indicated.
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TABLE 5

VARIATION OF CT , j = 1,2,3,4, WITH kF^

kF2
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GCSOi^) = _JL
C7,-0^ h-K

o-^-cr^
X -I

where

oo

I. =
S-cr.

= 1,2.

(AZl)

(A22)

X (A23)

These integrals may be evaluated by contour integration in the

complex z = S + o m plane and use of Cauchy's integral theorem. The

-OS
proper contours must be chosen -with care. Due to the term £ in

the integrals, no part of the negative S-axis may be used. The choice

of the remaining first or fourth quadrants depends on the sign of (x - ^ ).

This will be evident later. The contours to be used are those shown in

Figure 7.

(/Yn

(a) For X - ^ >

^^for i;,l2

(b) For X - ^ <

2^ for i;,l2

E^for 13,4

Figure 7. Contours of Integration for the Ij Integrals, j = 1, 2, 3,4
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When a pole corresponding to O^ lies inside the contour of in-

tegration, the result obtained using Cauchy's integral theorem includes

the residue at this pole. As we will see later, by allowing x to ap-

proach ±^ , these residue terms are responsible for harmonic wave

trains which propagate to infinity.

ovv^

Figure 8. Contour of Integration for I]^

As an example of the integration procedure, consider I]^ for the

range x. - p > 0. According to the scheme in Figure 7, the contour

2_ij is to be used in this case. Integrating around this contour, shown

in Figure 8, and using Cauchy's integral formula, we have

e <i2: _
S- cr

O T
H-cr^

[.-D + tO<-^)lc'vn l-Q^cCx-^iJCTj

_e dvY) ^ ZTT L e ,
(A24)
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where it has been assumed that CT does lie within the contour ) . .

In order for this to be so, the real part and the imaginary part of O^

must be positive. Whether or not this is true may be ascertained from

Table 5. Now, allow R to approach oo in equation (A24). The second

integral can be shown to vanish: We observe that

-02:
e

LCX-^)£

-DS
= e < 1

-aRsivi©

for D '

and if R is sufficiently large.

r

i-a;
< £

so that

where Q, = x - ^ . Now

-aR Siivi ©
^ 5R / e a© ^ (A25)

> 2,
" TT

so that

-0£ i,CX-?)2:

Z-- a;

'R.

, o^ e < ^ J

TT/a zaRe
-ClR^

< S9. I e d© = £jL fi- e 1

and as c -*-0 for R -*- oo
, the integral clearly vanishes. Thus, we ob-

tain from (A 24)

L-D+-lU-f)]o;
oo
L-D4-CCK-^)3o7n

= ZTTO e dvn
'vm -e uOl
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Proceeding in the same manner, taking care to observe the proper

contours of integration, we obtain similar results for I2, I3, and I4

for the case x - ^ > 0:

00

I- = 2true +• / _£ dvn ;-j.*7^2 (A26)
*

/
-m + i. CTj,

For X - ^ < 0, or upstream from the plate, we obtain

00

Jj - -zTTle -^ e dyn i.-'i,-2' (azs)

^3.= 2Trc e +. /
e d-rv.- V=3,f.(A29)

Since what is sought are the flow conditions at infinity, the next

step is to note that the definite integrals in equations (A26), (A27),

(A28), and (A29) decrease rapidly for large x - ^ . Thus, they con-

tribute only local disturbances around the plate. Further, note that an

infinite propagation of waves can occur only when

and even then a wave results only when the O^ is contained in the con-

tour of integration.
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It is helpful to write a compilation of the results for G(x, D;^)

as x-*±«o. This is shown in Table 6. A reminder of the contour of

integration used for each integral making a contribution to G is also

included in the table.

It is a simple matter now to compile the values of G^ and G_

for the ranges of the flow parameter kF , i. e. , from Tables 5 and 6

w^e have

(a) For kF^ =

ZTTl, I-O + 'oU-fUCJ;
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It would appear that for the range 1/4 < kF < 1/2 another wave

train should be included since both O^ and O^ lie within the accepted

contours of integration. However, lim rSm CT ^ 0, and the resulting

wave trains are damped out as x-#-±oo. For example, suppose O^ is

written as

O"^ = o<^ -h c 5^1 ;
o<, , y, ;^0.

The corresponding G contribution would be

ZTTo

ZTT i

[-D+l(;^-^>U«^. + i-y,)'

and as x - +«o , the contribution damps out. The same argunaent holds

for C^ in this range of kF^. Hence, the two ranges, 1/4 < kF^< 1/2

and 1/2 < kF^< «o
, could just as well be considered as one range, i. e. ,

1/4 <kF^< «* as far as the final results are concerned.

Now consider the function G(x, D; ^) as it is written from equa-

tion (1. 44b). Again using partial fractions, this function may be writ-

ten as

GCX.D;^) = -1
VS, I

I-I
1 2-

V-Sv
^3 - \

+ D^ e
L-D + (,(>«-V>lSr

h D, £
t-Oi-i-Cx-f^IS,

+ D3 e
L-D-iU-f)lS,

+ D^e
L-O-lCX-fn S^t

(A35)
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where

h-
eo

e ds
S- S;

(A36)

^» =
S- Si

(A37)

In evaluating the above Ij integrals, the same quadrant scheme

for contours is adhered to as was used in evaluating the Ij integrals of

G(x, D;^ ). One exception is made in the form of the contour. It has

already been shown that no wave train exists at infinity unless the

roots CC- or Sj are real and positive. Thus, we use contours like

those shown in Figure 9 when working with the real positive Sj singu-

larities. A semicircular indention of radius £ is taken about the pole

Sj. Again, use of one contour or the other is determined by whether

X - t is greater than or less than zero.

tvn

ns\
-fvn

Figure 9. Contours of Integration for Ij Integrals, j = 1, 2, 3,4
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Figure 10. Contour of Integration for I^

As an example of this type of calculation, consider I-, for

X - ^ >• 0. Using the contour shown in Figure 10 and Cauchy's inte-

gral formula, we write

^.-«

e <is +•

s- s, 2- St

e ds

v«
s-s. 2-- Si

The fourth integral vanishes as R-*-**© . The first and third integrals

combine to give l-^ as R-*-«» . The second integral is calculated for

£ "* as follows. On the contour (J

oe
i - £e + S,

;
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so that

O i,A

a -c / e d©

f^ ^TT

-^ L©

= -0 e. / e d©
-TT

Now we expand the integrand in a Taylor's series like

e =. e vta£e ©+-...

where fl. = -D + i(x - ^). Then

li"m \ e. cIG e TT ^

and

t-OvlU-f)aZ: L-D4-cCX-f)3S,
^'^

/ ± da = -77-6 e

Thus,

[,-D-*-HK-^>a^t f^ t-D+i-U-?)]*.-!!^

1^ = ttL e + / -^^ d-m .

o

As X -* + 00 , the definite integral above diminishes rapidly, and we

are left with a result similar to the one obtained for I^. The other Ij

are then calculated for x - ^ > and for x - ^ < 0. The resulting

values are combined according to (A35) and are listed in Table 7.

Again a reminder of the integration contour is provided.
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Table 8 indicates the behavior of the Sj roots as the flow pa-

rameter kF^ varies.

TABLE 8

VARIATION OF Sj, j = 1, 2, 3,4, WITH kF'

kF^
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(c) For 1/4 <kF^< 1/2

G^ = _Z1
s -S

e _ e

(d) For 1/2 <kF2 <. oO

G, = -^^

G_ = O .

t-0-«'C'^-^)i^v

J

where G(x, D; ^) has to be taken as

(A40)

(A41)

G = G^ + &_ +

^-t
J..3

Upon comparing equations (A30) through (A34) with equations

{A38) through (A42), the appropriate values of the constants D; can be

assigned. They are as listed in Table 1 of Chapter I.



APPENDIX B

COEFFICIENTS FOR THE INFINITE SET OF EQUATIONS^

R.(cJ=-/e-"^J.«[[K/,(j^,-(7^^)J^(s).K-^ Z c2.K-S

/^'UK+5KS-S,)CS-S2) (K-S)U

f ' m-iXi-SiXs-s,) (*ts)Cs-s,)U-sJJi 1/ /f'-r

TT

f'(s,-s,)
S3£-'°^^ te)[j;(s3^f pi7']-Jve-"'*j,(.s,{:?;(sv) +- ^

^Terms containing e and fi are omitted when 5^ and S^

are complex.
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-.-wy{^""'^^^'^N-*S]--'-^.<^4^'^-)-^^]}
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fe{Q- f^')^HM-«Y"«-«J.w^w (iv^.[|r5i(i:j5^,-:^l]<'s

}f.i-l>'^ll<-<>'']y^^le-"''7Am{,]i- e "*•
CS.) J,(«]

V1 +

2

4or >i= 2.3, V,

^iQ";f^(-'>^^«-''<--""j;flv4ursi(^r(sT^;^^

,^(-'/'''[fK-«>il{i^j[e-'"'j;w5.a)+e""'/.y.)J,(«]

for n- 2. ? <^, . -

.
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>^wT[K-r]
fe)t.''"M^^.^^^)^^'^""'^^^''>(^'''^^^'3

^(i;V)['^^""'J-<<^'^'^^ tt;) -se""'j;wfe) -W)]]

/or Vn = y, 2 \
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- rih)b *""' ^^^^ ('''^^'
-'^'')- '' "" "''^-.'^<^-^^> - T--

C6S SJ

for "m ^, 2, 3, • •
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/ r^3e""^»J>„U3)S'>'J3 y^e"'°^^JJs,)<.HS»

/f-S, fc Su 1]

for v«»^,2,3,
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^{C}= -(-0"D^H]-j/^-Jj4f4ci:4^^

^ ^Ucoj s[_^,,
J, ^^, (M(J-J,)(s-s.r (./(fsXs-s.Hs-iJj .

ds

-|(-/)"'b-c-t>^j/ xe "t?:a) ./.5 [^,

V^,C-/^^[^^r;{^[e-7J^.>(?(0-i?tf)^e--JC,>(%^|^)]

-(IT^lL^""
J~w(^,(y- ^i!^)- e-"V„(s,(.,<y-t^)J]

(^:

/ r Sae'^^^J^CS,>s^v,S^ S,

^.[ /C-^3 ^--5^ J J

•for -yr^^ 1,2, 3,
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fe{C„h-(-«^c<-''"*t-"">p"'"j"W^.'H^pfc^r(Fife^]}^^

mtiiij

^,7;T77)[e-"''J.(^.^J.C5,)-e-^"*'Ju(^v>3-,(^)]}

for >«- r,2^3^... av»c/ >i - ?, 3, 4', • • •

'^{C.]-^(-'>'^[^-'>"-(.«"j/>«J„ W Vs)[^^:^^ -^j:,j^]^s

(lj^,[^-'"':i,c^.)3:c5.>-e-"^«jj^,)J.(s.)]}

for "m-1,2.3,--- ano/ >« - 2. 3, ^f, • • •



APPENDIX C

Ap(e,t) FOR THE CASE IN WHICH D-*«*

It has already been mentioned that for D-*«® , equation (1. 46)

reduces to

where

G*Cx) = U [ h'cx^ i- i' k H(.x) ] , (C2)

and depends upon the motion imposed on the plate.

If D is allowed to approach infinity in the equations for the C^n

of Appendix B, the only remaining terms are

_oo

CL = -'^^
I

^ df , (C3)
oo

**
-LKC(-t)

c,, = -^ 4= ^d,r ,
(C4)

** -iKC^-r)

(C5)
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00

4 V?^
df

It is easy to see that

C = 2 C.
OO OT

^v»

a = C
2C»t

\ . ^ 7-iq
i- r.

Of

(C6)

<^,o = 2C„

•vno ~ mi J (C7)

and that the infinite system of equations

^^ =
I]

^>-" ^n ^ ^rr. J
-Vr^^qT^a^... (C8)

-nto

may be decoupled and solved to yield

il —rz——\ • (CIO)

Then

^n = ^r,o ^O ^ ^„, a, H- t;^
,

V. >. 2 . (CU)

It is desired to write these O.^ in terms of the Fourier coeffi-

cients, An, of that portion of the downwash which was expanded. Thus,

it is expected that the pressure difference
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+^ [(^v.^ ^ (^v,.r ^v,.,+
2(Eao4- a,H-ir')] S-.>, -n JJV (C12)

will also be expressible in terms of the coefficients An-

First we calculate the values of Cj^^ and Cqi by a change of the

variable. Let

^ = cosW e
,

so that

2
= -i^ e K UO, (C13)

where Ko(ok) is the modified Bessel function of the second kind. To

justify this notation, we look first at the integral

"K^W = re"^'""*"® cosu-ae do , Ke^i)>0,

where z = x + t. y. This integral diverges for pure imaginary z. Thus,

we need to find the limit of the integral as x -^0. Proceeding with this,

we note from Watson [26] that

(30

where Hn (-tz) is a Hankel function defined by
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,thJj^(-Cz) and Yn(-I'z) are n"^ order Bessel and Neumann functions re-

spectively. Then, for x >

-Yi-1

Hence, taking the limit as follows,

j^(ji-:k) -iyv,l^-u^

l"i •rr\ £ cosK "in© d©

o

-n-1s r--^ LT^C^WcY^C^M

.-Y>-'' ,,t»)

2
H"'C^^

Now, as it has been shown that

is a well-behaved function, the notation Kn(i'y) will be used in a ma-

nipulative sense in what follows.

A calculation similar to that leading to (CI 3) yields

Substituting (C13) and (C14) into (C9), we obtain

(C14)

OL. C(.K) + -Al [7- CCA-)]
, (C15)

where C(k) is Theodorsen's function [30]. C(k) may be given by

C(K) :.
h\*\k)

H\'\K)-l-i. K^*\if)

KjCcK)

K^Ci<) + Ko{iK>

(C16)
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Note also that we have made use of equations (2. 16), relating the val-

ues of the V^ to the Am.

Next the coefficient of sin © in (CI 2) is investigated. Noting

that

K ^

the coefficient

la, -h ikiza^^ OL, •+- ^>1 ,
(cis)

may be written as

-^w ^ lSU,_, -A^^^] . (C19)

Finally, we establish that the coefficient of sin n© may be writ-

ten as

"'^^ *" Z^'-^>^-'' ^vi+1 ] . (C20)

As this is somewhat more difficult, some details will be given. From

(Cll) and (2. 16) we write

ay, = c^, eza^t a,^ -A^ . (C21)

Then

^v..i - 2',.t,/2a,t a,^-A^,,
,

(C22)

a,,,- £v,.i,.,Ua,+ a,) -A^.T . (C23)

Substituting these values for CX^ , ftv, + , , and fl.y,_^ into the expression

for the coefficient of sin n© from (C12), we obtain
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which may be written as

Thus, we try to show that

in accordance with (C20). This is equivalent to showing that

£• ^Ullc -?„,, + zCMr*M=o (CZ5)

as (ZQ + Q.^ ) is presumably not zero. Using the integral values for

'C .

'^
, and C as given by (C6), equation (C25) may be writ-

ten, after some manipulation, as

f iiJ^IiEl^\_r^^iAf^ ]e''''^df = e'"' (C26)

Again letting ,^ = cosh © , we write for (C26)

/ , . \ / . \ -ikCoshe -tJc

C coit\ -ne - Stv>V\ 'n6)v'>^+ «.k siv>h 9 ) fi de s fi- ,

or
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oo oo

on /e coiVi ne de - -n / e siy»K »e 6& +

+(.K/e Cos lTY»©£ivj We dd-tK/e s.-mUy)© siwUedd =& . (C27)

Integrating the second integral in {C27) by parts, we obtain for the en-

tire equation

71 X (lO - <^QsK-v^6

oo
•<* r -liccost»e

-6k/ e s;v\liv\6 s-.v,V,©d©Be ..{C28)

Now using the identity

Simh 71© SlwVa© - |- FcosU (•v\^-i')© - cosViCvi-i^el

in (C28), we have after integration

77 K Li\C) + e** - i^[Yi. Ci.k) - Kl Ci.k)"\ = e~ . (C29)

The recursion identity

allows us to conclude that

and that {C24) is valid. Hence, the pressure difference distribution

may be written as follows for the case D-*-«*

:
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Ap(e,t^ = zc'U e / a^ cot® + ) Q,^ sivi n© \ (C30)

where

a^ = ^ m -v- -^-I^-CUU
, (C31)

^n ' ~^n ^ z^ i-^Y\-f ^Y^+i^ • (C32)

This expression for Ap(© . t) is equivalent to that obtained by Siek-

mann [8]. Note that the Fourier coefficients, An, of this paper and

those used by Siekmann, An, are related by

An = 2A„

and that Siekmann calls the pressure difference ATTO ,t).

It is also possible to reduce equation (3. 55) for the thrust to

that obtained by Siekmann, using techniques similar to those above.
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